Hebrew – The Pure Language by John Marsing (revised 6/28/2011)
Zephaniah 3:8 is the only verse in the TaNaCh where every Hebrew letter including the sofits are represented.
“Therefore wait ye upon me, saith the LORD, until the day that I rise up to the prey: for my determination
is to gather the nations, that I may assemble the kingdoms, to pour upon them mine indignation, even all
my fierce anger: for all the earth shall be devoured with the fire of my jealousy.” Zep 3:8 KJV

Figure 1: An e-sword screen shot of the "Hebrew Old Testament Interlinear" bible (IHOT+)
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On the first row of this table is the 22 Hebrew letters plus the 5 sofits (shaded in grey). The second row is a
sequential set of numbers representing each Hebrew letter. Those letters that have sofits are represented as a real
number with a decimal of one (e.g. mem is 13 and the mem sofit is 13.1). These numbers are used in the figure
above as a way to map all the Hebrew letters.
Now read the very next verse…

Questions.




In the millennial Kingdom what language will be spoken?
Is the restoration and use of the Hebrew language prophetic?
Does this article spark your interest in the Hebrew language?
http://www.torahlawform.com/Articles/Hebrew_the_pure_language_of_Zephaniah_3_9.Pdf

Proof.
For a detail proof of the claim that Zephaniah 3:8 is the only
verse in the Hebrew bible where every Hebrew letter including
the sofits are represented, see the article Hebrew the pure
language of Zephaniah 3:9 - Proof.
Towards the end of this article I show the sample list shown on
the right. This list of verses shows in descending order those
verses with the most Hebrew letters represented. As you can see
the list proves a couple of things unique about Zep 3:8…
1) Zep 3:8 is unique in that it has the most Hebrew letters
represented (27).
2) Zep 3:8 has in it all 22 Hebrew letters + 5 sofit letters =
27) .

Compare Zep 3:8 & Est 3:13 Est 3:13 is the next verse with the most represented Hebrew Letters. This
verse is missing the last letter in my list the Tsadik Sofit i.e. the Final (sofit) Righteous (Tsadik) letter.
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